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摘要
美國密西根大學的 Webb Keane 教授，被公認為是傑出的人類學家；不僅在
東南亞研究的影響力與日俱增，也對人類學理論和方法都有重要的貢獻。東南亞
的南島民族研究是台東大學南島文化研究所（以下簡稱本所）近期發展的重點之
一，透過邀請 Webb Keane 教授來訪，本所師生可以吸收他的研究經驗，提高對
東南亞南島民族的研究興趣，了解東南亞的學術研究環境，並鼓勵本所師生到東
南亞進行田野調查研究。Webb Keane 教授於 2008 年 5 月 11 日至 24 日來台訪問，
除了在本所發表兩場公開演講與ㄧ場座談外，還在台灣史前文化博物館、中央研
究院民族學研究所、清華大學人類學研究所、交通大學人文社會學系、以及臺灣
大學人類學系發表演講，和台灣的人類學界師生有密切的互動，也對台灣人類學
界提供許多刺激與啟發。藉著 Webb Keane 教授的訪台交流計畫，也介紹本所和
其他學術單位的研究成果與發展，提升本所和其他學術單位在國際學術界的能見
度與知名度。
關鍵詞：Webb Keane，東南亞研究、人類學、訪台交流、南島所
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Abstract
Professor Webb Keane in Michigan University of U.S.A. is widely recognized
as a brilliant anthropologist. His research in Southeast Asia has growing influence and
he also made great contribution to theories and methods of anthropology. The study of
Austronesian peoples in Southeast Asia is a focus of Institute of Austronesian Studies
in Taitung University (IOAS). Through inviting Webb Keane to come to Taiwan,
teachers and students of IOAS can learn from his research experience and understand
the academic environment in Southeast Asia. The aim is to increase the interests in
Southeast Asia and encourage our teachers and students to do fieldwork among
Austronesian peoples in island Southeast Asia. After careful planning and intensive
contacts with other academic institutions, Webb Keane visited Taiwan from 11th to
24th of May. He has delivered two public lectures and a roundtable in IOAS.
Moreover, he gave lectures and talks in a variety of institutions, including National
Museum of Prehistory, Institute of Ethnology in Academic Sinica, Institute of
Anthropology in Tsin-Hua University, Department of Humanities and Social Sciences
in Chiao-Tung University, and Department of Anthropology in National Taiwan
University. In those days he had close interaction with scholars and students in the
circle of the discipline of anthropology, and provided many inspirations and
refreshing ideas. Through the visit of Webb Keane, it is also a good opportunity to
introduce IOAS and other academic institutions in Taiwan to him, and to promote our
academic visibility and fame among international academics.
Key Words: Webb Keane, Southeast Asian Studies, anthropology, visiting Taiwan
and academic exchange, Institute of Austronesian Studies
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ㄧ、Webb Keane 訪台交流行程
1. 學術行程
2008. 5.11--24
Webb Keane 是美國密西根大學人類學教授，透過在印尼 Sumba 島的民族誌
研究，探討儀式言說、符號學、物質文化、語言意識形態、基督教改宗、現代性
等議題，對人類學理論和方法都有重要貢獻。台東大學南島文化研究所獲得南島
學術研究計畫辦公室補助，邀請他於 5 月 11 日至 24 日來台訪問，進行以下學術
交流活動：
5 月 12 日（一）中央研究院民族學研究所 p.m. 2:30
講題：Christian Moderns: Freedom and Fetish in the Mission Encounter
5 月 14 日（三）台東大學南島文化研究所 p.m. 2:30
講題：Christianity and Modernity in Southeast Asia: An Example from
Sumba, Indonesia
5 月 15 日（四）台東大學南島文化研究所 a.m. 10:00
講題：Semiotics, Ritual Performance and Religious Language
台東大學南島文化研究所 p.m. 2:30
座談：Fieldwork and Projects in Indonesia
5 月 16 日（五）台灣史前文化博物館 a.m.10:00
講題：Experience in Archaeology and Participation in Ian Hodder’s Project
5 月 21 日（三）清華大學人類學研究所 p.m.2:00
講題：Christian Conversion, Missionaries and Modernity
5 月 22 日（四）交通大學人文社會學系 12:10
講題：Religious Language and Language Ideology
5 月 23 日（五）臺灣大學人類學系
講題：Religious Practice and the Claims of Anthropology
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2. 詳細行程
The Schedule of Professor Webb Keane’s
Visit to Taiwan（2008, 5/11-24）
Date

Venue

Activities

Accommodation

5/5

Arrival, Taipei

City Suites (城市商
10:05 pm Northwest
airlines Flight 0069 Chiang 旅航空館)，Tauyuan
Kai Shek Airport
03-385-3017
Fax: 03-385-3031

5/6

Departure

7:45 am Malaysia flight 95
TaipeiÆKuala Lumpur

1st day Arrival
5/11, 2008
(Sun.)

Flight：Malaysia flight 94 Activity Center in
7:50 pm Chiang Kai Shek Academic
Sinica,
Taipei（中研院學術
Airport
活動中心）
02-2785-2717
Fax:02-27833905

5/12, 2008 Institute of Ethnology, Lecture (p.m.2:30)
Academic Activity
(Mon.) Academia Sinica
Topic: Religion as Material Center in Academia
Practice
Sinica, Taipei
5/13, 2008 Break
(Tue.)
(visiting Taipei)

Transition
Taitung Hotel for
TaipeiÆTaitung
Teachers
and
16:20—17:10 （ 立 榮 Uni Officials （台東公教
Air flight 0857）
會館）
089-310-142
Fax:089-310-687

5/14, 2008 Institute of
(Wed.) Austronesian
Studies(IOAS)

1st Lecture (a.m. 10:00)
Topic: Christianity and
Modernity in South East
Asis: An Example from
Sumba, Indonesia
2nd Lecture (p.m.3:30)
Topic: Semiotics, Ritual
Performance and Religious
Language
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5/15, 2008 IOAS
(Thu.)

Roundtable (a.m. 10:00) Taitung Hotel for
Subject: Fieldwork in
Teachers
and
Indonesian and recent
Officials
projects

5/16, 2008 National Museum of
(Fri.)
Prehistory

Lecture (a.m.10:00)
Topic: Experience in
archaeology and recent
participation in Ian
Hodder’s project

7th day Break
5/17, 2008
(Sat.)

Visiting aboriginal villages Taitung Hotel for
or festival in Taitung
Teachers
and
Officials

5/18, 2008 Break
(Sun.)

8:52 am-11:20 am (Train)
From Taitung to
Kaohsiung
1:00 pm
Arrive at Foguangshan

Chaoshan Hotel
(朝山會館)

11:00 am
Depart from Foguangshan
3:00 pm
Arrive at Hsinchu
5:30 pm
Dinner with members of
SW research group

Berkeley
Business
Hotel ( 柏 克 萊 商 務
大飯店), Hsinchu

9:00 am
Depart to Shitoushan
3:00 pm
Back to Hsinchu
6:30 pm
Temple tour in downtown
Hsinchu

Berkeley
Business
Hotel ( 柏 克 萊 商 務
大飯店), Hsinchu

5/19, 2008 Break
(Mon.)

5/20, 2008 Break
(Tue.)

6

Taitung Hotel for
Teachers
and
Officials

07-6561921-5222,
Foguangshan,
Kaohsiung

03-5728668

03-5728668
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5/21, 2008 Institute of
Lecture(2:00 pm)
(Wed.) Anthropology, National Topic: Christian
Tsin-Hua University
conversion, missionaries
and modernity

Berkeley
Business
Hotel ( 柏 克 萊 商 務
大飯店), Hsinchu

5/22, 2008 Department of
(Thu.)
Humanities and Social
Sciences, National
Chiao-Tung University

Howard International
House, Taipei（福華
國際文教會館）

Lecture(12:10 pm)
Topic: Spirit into Script
Religious Language and
Language Ideology

03-5728668

02-83691399
02-83691155

Seminar(3pm)
Institute of
Anthropology, National Media and Cultural
Tsin-Hua University
Politics in Indonesia
5/23, 2008 Department of
Lecture (15:30 pm)
(Fri.)
anthropology, National Topic: Religious Practice
Taiwan University
and the Claims of
Anthropology
14th day Departure
5/24, 2008
(Sat.)

City Suites (城市商
旅航空館)，Tauyuan
03-385-3017
Fax: 03-385-3031

TaiwanÆU.S.A.
7:30am Northwest Airlines
Flight 0070

Co-ordinator
Chang-Kwo Tan （譚昌國）0932-902024, 089-510865, cktan@nttu.edu.tw
Contact Person
Shu-Li Huang （黃淑莉）0922-577341, 02-2691-2305, slhuang@umich.edu
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二、Webb Keane 訪台學術活動
中央研究院民族學研究所演講稿

Religion as Material Practice

Webb Keane
Department of Anthropology
University of Michigan

In the history of social and cultural anthropology, the category of
“religion” has long stood for the general problem of apparently strange beliefs.
Since the beginnings of European expansion, the encounter with the
strangeness of other people’s beliefs—from cannibalism to virgin birth--has
been an instigation to cross-cultural study. Indeed, the problem of strange
beliefs was one motive for formulating the very idea of “culture” in its
anthropological sense. When anthropologists attempted to explain
shamanism, witchcraft, or human sacrifice, they seemed to need an idea like
culture. For strange beliefs might turn out not to be so strange if viewed in
the context of a background constellation of meanings more or less tacitly
accepted by those people who were then held to share that culture. In that
context, beliefs should not only make sense, they should also be evidence of
the very existence of the culture that sustains them. But then the category of
religion begins to slip. If we define religion in terms of strange beliefs, then
we set about to explain why, when properly understood, those beliefs are not
strange, we seem to have explained away that very feature by which we were
able to identify the category in the first place. So what the remains of the
category religion? Is it coherent across cases? This question is one version
of anthropology’s tension between particularist and comparative projects.
There are two things anthropologists have usually claimed they can do
well. One is to expand our empirical range across contexts in order to
counteract a natural propensity to provincialism. The second is to situate
empirical findings within contexts, an ambition at least once talked about in
terms of understanding “the native point of view.” The effort to do both at
once seems to invite paradox, and most anthropologists have tended towards
8
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one or the other side. A glance at two recent discussions about “religion,”
one within evolutionary cognitive anthropology, another within postcolonial
critique. will illustrate the problem.
One recent attempt to develop a universal theory of religion is given by
congitive anthropologists. Pascal Boyer, for example, claims that out of all
possible ideas about the supernatural, only a relatively limited number
actually appear on the ethnographic record, and many of these ideas seem to
have been reinvented in unrelated societies. He explains this by asserting
that although people may come up with any number of ideas about the
supernatural, only some of them will be interesting and memorable enough to
circulate from person to person, and to be perpetuated over time. These will
be ideas that are based on certain cognitive templates (such as the category of
the “PERSON”) that are violated, but only in limited ways (a god is not
visible and not mortal, but is like a person in every other way). This allows
people to draw inferences that are not explicit in anything they have been
taught about their supernatural ideas.
I find two aspects of this theory useful. First, Boyer wisely avoids the
pitfall of most universal theories of religion and does not claim religion has
any one purpose overall. Second, by giving an important place to inferences,
the explanation frees up cultural phenomena from an excessive dependence
on something like rote transmission from generation to generation.
In this one respect, at least, Boyer is in accord with other tendencies in
cultural anthropology. For if there is anything anthropologists have come to
stress in recent years, it is that cultures are creative projects as much as they
are conservative traditions. Indeed, one of the more useful ways to think of
culture is not in terms of sharing or persistence, but rather in terms of a
capacity for innovation. Let’s take the example of possible inferences in a
society in which people tend to think of themselves as highly conservative.
People on the eastern Indonesian island of Sumba, perform rituals directed
towards ancestral spirits. Most Sumbanese, including Christians, accept that
those rituals were transmitted without any subsequent additions from the time
of the earliest ancestors. But most Sumbanese have only the dimmest ideas
about those spirits. Where they are located, what they’re up to when you’re
not making offerings to them, how they actually carry out acts like making it
rain are simply not of interest. But because ancestor spirits are
9
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quasi-persons, it is possible to speculate beyond what tradition tells you, and
every once in awhile, someone like the man whom I will call Umbu Haingu,
will do so. He was very happy to stay up all night with me, huddled around
the hearth, pursuing the most arcane philosophical questions. Speculations
like Umbu Haingu’s just might eventually add something new to the cultural
materials available to Sumbanese more widely. Nothing about ritual per se
rules out this possibility.
There are, however, severe limitations to the usefulness of this sort of
cognitive approach. Any analysis of cultural phenomena, including religions,
should attempt to deal with their publicness, another concerns their historical
character. Cognitive approaches stress universal mental experiences. Now,
suppose one day I am strolling along and encounter the Virgin Mary, or at
night I dream I have been granted powers by a jaguar spirit, or suddenly start
to speak fluently in a voice and a language that are not my own. Certainly
people have such experiences, and we may even grant that each involves
identifiable cognitive phenomena. But what makes these respectively a
vision, a prophetic experience, and a case of spirit possession rather than, say,
fantasies, dreams, psychotic episodes, the effects of drugs, or a sudden head
injury? They are instances of categories that are recognizable to other
people. This is not an automatic business: even in places where shamanism
or spirit possession are well accepted, in any given instance local
communities have to decide whether they now have a case of possession or,
say, madness, fraud, or error. Ethnographers who have seen this decision
making in progress tell us it is not at all a foregone conclusion how the
decisions will go. The socially relevant outcome results from the irreducible
conjunction of a potentially open-ended set of things beyond cognitive basics,
such as micro-politics, recent precedents, kinship ties, and concepts currently
circulating in public. And these outcomes become the context within which
subsequence actions and decisions are made. The very materiality of this
context, which makes actions and ideas public, has a direct bearing on
morality, as I will argue below.
Even unique cases such as, say, the star over Bethlehem or Saul’s
conversion on the road to Damascus, must become recognizable as instances
of something that is potentially repeatable (if only in the discursive form of a
report) if they are to count as religious, or, more generally, if they are to have
a potential for social existence. In order to be recognizable as instances of
10
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something knowable, they must take semiotic form. They must, that is, have
some material manifestation that makes them available to, interpretable by,
and, in most cases, replicable by, other people: bodily actions, speech, the
treatment of objects, and so forth. This is not simply an issue for remarkable
events or the experiences of virtuosi. A similar point holds for spontaneous
and commonplace cognitive phenomena, such as the child’s invisible friends
or magical thinking. For it is apparent that what circulate are not ideas or
experiences but rather semiotic forms. I don’t have access to your ideas
except insofar as they are mediated by signs such as words or movements.
Signs have forms and material properties. They are also repeatable but there
is nothing to guarantee that they will produce identical interpretations or
experiences across time or between persons.
Semiotic forms are public entities. That is, they are available as
objects for the senses and not confined to inner or subjective experience. As
such, they have distinctive temporal dimensions. Because they are
repeatable, they have the potential to persist over time and across social
contexts. One result is they can enter into individual and social projects.
Semiotic forms accumulate new features over time, contributed by different
people, with different projects, in different contexts. The speculations of
Umbu Haingu start from what in his youth he saw and heard the old men do
when they were communicating with spirits. One of the things they do is
make offerings of metal. A century ago, these were small pieces of metal.
As money entered into the economy it became common to use a coin for this
purpose. But if you don’t have a coin, you can substitute paper money.
Notice the quiet innovation, shifting the categorical identity of the offering
from its metallic properties to its association with value. That is, the relative
salience of co-existing properties of the offering (a phenomenon I call
bundling) has been altered, but not the public identity of the offering itself.
More generally, the work people put into cultural phenomena draws not just
on ideas but on the properties of the semiotic forms. These properties
characteristically form clusters with those of other phenomena: rituals
develop multiple parts, scriptures acquire liturgies, gods acquire apotheoses,
sacrifices acquire temples. Thus they are historical in character. However
much any particular component of the phenomenon may rest on some
universal feature of human minds, the assemblage is the outcome of
contingent factors of historical context.

11
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This point threatens to lead us back to the hyper-particularism of “local
knowledge.” But consider an alternative, markedly historicist, approach to
an anthropology of religion. Talal Asad has criticised efforts to define
religion as a transhistorical and transcultural phenomenon in the first place.
According to Asad, with the first efforts to produce a universal definition of
religion in the seventeenth century, the “emphasis on beliefs meant that
henceforth religion could be conceived as a set of propositions to which
believers gave assent.”
Asad observes that universalizing definitions of religion have tended to
privilege belief as a cognitive and ultimately private or subjective
phenomenon. Many familiar objections and alternatives have been posed
against this privileging of belief. Asad raises two challenges in particular.
The first is that the emphasis on belief had tended to fold into a further claim
that those beliefs concern ultimate meanings–what is the purpose of life, what
happens after death, how did it all begin, what are the foundations of morality.
But by those terms, many of the things people do–including Umbu Haingu’s
ancestral rituals--what we might want to count as religious are simply ruled
out of court. The apparently neutral description turns out, on examination,
to be normative. For evangelists and some nation-states, like contemporary
Indonesia, the state, people who lack “religion” under such definitions require
conversion. The material ritual seems to militate against the true morality
of an immaterial conscience.
Any definition of religion that privileges particular subjective
experiences or beliefs risks being circular. To avoid this, the category of
religion must be capable of including not just the ardently faithful but the
bored schoolboy who has memorized a credo which he recites by rote. To
say the latter is not really “religious” is to make the definition of religion, as a
matter of genuine, wholehearted faith, self-confirming. I would argue that
we need that schoolboy. Belief ontogenically follows on practice. The
child learns a prayer, or listens to scripture in a foreign language like Latin or
Arabic, or sees her grandmother go into trance, or helps the priest by holding
a sacrificial chicken. She may develop beliefs as a result, but they depend
on the prior existence of the practices. This does not mean that beliefs are
determined by practices. Quite the contrary, as the bored schoolboy should
tell us. But even the most spiritualized of scriptural religions teach doctrines
through concrete activities, such as catechisms, sermons, scripture reading,
12
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and exegesis. Even Saul’s conversion experience on the road to Damascus
had to become communicable in some form that made it recognizable to
others.
Many religious traditions have little interest in either individual belief
or public statements of doctrine. Sumbanese, for example, may accept
differences of interpretation as long as practices themselves remain consistent.
What is of recurring significance is the question “What can or must we
do?”—a moral question about material practice. Moreover, even religions
that do stress belief may still object to the subordination of material practices
to inner states. For instance, Blaise Pascal insisted, “The external must be
joined to the internal to obtain anything from God, that is to say, we must
kneel to pray with the lips, etc., in order that proud man, who would not
submit himself to God, may be now subject to the creature. . . . [To] refuse
to join [externals] to the internal is pride.” The very existence of a practice
may be the basis for moral judgment, and its semiotic form a component of its
morality. As Saba Mahmood has argued, the Muslim veil is not merely an
expression of piety, in some circumstances it is consubstantial with it. If
moral agents are constituted in an intersubjective field, it is as objective
beings—beings with bodies, words, actions that have form and
substance—that they enter into the public world of judgments.
Any spiritualizing or transcendentalizing effort to separate the soul or
conscience from the semiotic form by which they are judged can only be, at
best, an extrapolation to the unreachable end of a trajectory that always
touches ground in words, bodies, and other things. This is one reason why
materiality can be such a morality fraught domain for religious reformers.
However much a ritual gesture, a prayer, or a shrine may seem to point
beyond itself, its objective form has all the anxiety-producing persistence of
an irresolvable paradox.
Can we define religion in a way that takes seriously the perspective of
its practitioners and can still guide research across contexts? Can we do so
in a way that respects the historicity of the phenomena, without returning to
full-fledged particularism? Here I will focus on linguistic activity.
Although this is a selective focus, it is not arbitrary. For one thing, religions
very often focus on language as a source of difficulty or of power–Quaker
silence, Pentecostal speaking in tongues, Hindu and Buddhist mantras,
13
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Sumbanese couplets, and the use of opaque liturgical languages such as
Arabic in Indonesia and Latin in colonial Africa can all be seen as responses
to the properties of language. Linguistic practices are especially interesting
in the context of questions of belief, of course, because they so often seem to
point us in the direction of thoughts. But this is a conclusion about which
we should be very cautious. Instead, an examination of religious language
may be more useful as a guide to how we might understand religious practices
more generally, attending to their forms, pragmatics, and the semiotic
ideologies they presuppose.
The linguistic features of ritual speech—ranging from parallelistic
verse form to archaic vocabulary—typically impose some markedness
relative to other ways of speaking, a sense of being unusual. Moreover, they
tend to seem, to the practitioners, to involve either some sort of difficulty or
effort. Religious language may demand extra control or aim to release
language from control, to become more spontaneous; it may aim to make
language more elaborate, or to simplify it. It involves linguistic practices
that are taken by practitioners themselves to be marked or unusual in some
respect.
They are not marked, however, against universal norms, but against
local ideologies of language: assumptions about the relation between
language and reality. Is the prototypical speech act referring to objects and
the making predications about them, or is it a promise between two
individuals, or a command between two hierarchical statuses? Is language a
set of arbitrary signs established by social convention or is it a divine
emanation expressing the true, if hidden, essence of the world? How you
use words will depend in part on such assumptions.
This definition can only be a starting point. But it aims to satisfy the
two opposed demands on the anthropologist, to take practitioners’ own
perceptions as a guide, without foreclosing the possibility of comparison.
This approach presupposes that people have some intuitions, or language
ideologies, about distinctions of markedness among different linguistic forms
and practices. The intuitions or experiences to which I refer, however, are
not the source of these practices so much as possible consequences. Beliefs
can be understood as parasitic on activities, rather than activities as
expressing–or as evidence for--prior beliefs.
14
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By emphasizing the formal properties of religious language, and their
markedness, we can start to go beyond imputing the experiential effects of
ritual to convention or belief. Rather, we can ask how those experiential
effects derive from ritual forms as they unfold in real-time. For example,
Sumbanese rituals commonly display increasing depersonalization and
decontextualization over the course of the event. Indexes of the present time,
place, or participants such as personal pronouns may be progressively
eliminated, poetic formulae, prosodic regularity, and other regimentations of
discourse becoming more stringent, such that the participants come
increasingly to speak not as individuated, complex, politically interested and
temporally finite parties, but as more abstract, disinterested, and timeless
elders or spirits. The outcome is due not wholly to convention or conscious
intention but to subliminal effects of linguistic and pragmatic forms,
regardless of any particular beliefs held by participants.
Forms that decontextualize discourse help create a perception that
certain chunks of speech are self-contained, belong together, and could be
reproduced in different contexts without substantive consequences for the
discourse itself. This results in what has been called a “decentering of
discourse” through what the linguistic anthropologists have dubbed
entextualization, the process of foregrounding the text-like and therefore
context-independent properties of discourse. The words will seem to come
from some source beyond the present situation in which they are being
spoken and heard. Often the speakers seem to others or even themselves to
have relatively little volition in producing their speech. They may be
supposed, for instance, to be speaking exactly as the ancestors did, as the
spirits who possess them dictate, or as has been written. Compelling
examples of the dialectic of recontextualization are found in the use of
scriptures among contemporary Christians. Certain parts of scripture, such
as Christ’s Sermon on the Mount or the Lord’s Prayer, are taken by many
believers to reproduce words that were originally spoken in a particular
context. Circulating in textual form, the words are now available for broad
dissemination. Indeed, some believers take a capacity for wide circulation
found, for example, in videotaped sermons, as evidence of the divinity of
words even when they are not themselves sacred scripture.
Effects of linguistic form are likely to seem especially persuasive and
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realistic because they are not derived from explicit doctrines, which one
might doubt or deny, but seem to come directly from experience. The
decentering of discourse is one moment in a larger set of dialectical processes
that also include the centering or contextualizing of discourse, which stress
the relatively objective and subjective experiences of language, such as the
experience of inner speech and speaker’s intentionality. Since the
experience of linguistic form is relatively independent of any particular
intentions of or interpretations by language users, people’s responses to that
experience will be historically variable. Suspicions of language in some
religious traditions, such as Quakerism (who reject liturgy) or the Masowe
apostolics (who reject scripture), focus on the very same linguistic and
pragmatic properties that other traditions may seek to exploit. To the extent
that religious practices respond to or contribute to the perception of an
ontological gap contrary to the assumptions of ordinary interaction, they may
be prone to draw on the decentering and recentering possibilities of
entextualization processes. For religions “of the book,” the very existence of
a written scripture is often taken as evidence for claims to an authority that
transcends any particular context, and provides semiotic grounds for their
intuitive verification. But the same decontextualizing objectivity may
become the target of reformers and critics who seek more direct access to
divinity. The very materiality of the text, and the displacements of agency it
invokes, focus the moral anxieties that demand reform.
Differences in linguistic form can serve, under socially specified
conditions, as evidence for differences in responsibility for what claims the
words make, or actions they carry out. One of the stakes in the precise
distinction between author and animator is the degree of agency, authority
and responsibility a performer is willing or permitted to assume. In the US,
evangelical Protestants often describe their conversion as a call to witness,
testify, or preach to others. Often this does not involve any particular
change in belief, if we mean the doctrines to which they subscribe. Rather,
in such cases, full conversion consists in becoming enabled to speak scriptural
language with authority.
This is an instance of the broader point, that one widespread effect of
religious language is the creation or extension of agents and forms of agency
beyond what is commonly available in unmarked interaction. Many of the
effects of religious language can be better understood as expanding the
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presumptive speaker above the level of the individual. But the reverse may
also occurs, distinguishing among different voices below that level, emanating
from a single body. Spirit possession, glossolalia, some preaching styles,
involve both a deity and human being using the same body but speaking in
different voices, marked by contrasting prosodic and paralinguistic features,
and sometimes distinct linguistic codes. The formal properties of highly
ritualized performances often play down the agency of the living human
participants in favour of powers ascribed to other entities. Conversely,
reformist movements may place a great emphasis on cultivating sincere
speaker intentionality, as in the demand that prayer be spontaneous.
The emphasis on sincere intentions usually manifests language
ideology that privileges individual interiority, and places great moral weight
on distinguishing interior state from exterior words. The encounter between
this ideology and actual linguistic activities can have powerful consequences.
For example, the language ideology of some evangelicals assumes that
utterances are always the expression of conscious individual intentions.
Therefore, when under stress they utter words they did not intend, they see the
hand of divine agency. Language ideology is crucial to the interpretation
and evaluation of discursive forms. It mediates the practices that produce
experiences of agency that are expanded, displaced, distributed or otherwise
different from–but clearly related to–what are otherwise available.
Creeds are part of a larger set of genres, including sermons, scripture
reading, and some kinds of prayer, that re-contextualize certain texts into
liturgical and everyday practice. The creed, an explicit statement of
religious tenets and norms for its verbal performance, is unique to the
evangelizing, scripture-based religions.
A creed normally looks like a series of propositions about the world.
But they are peculiar in certain respects. First, usually they are formulaic,
condensing complex arguments about doctrine into a readily learned and
reproduced form. Moreover, the propositions are attached to a performative
of assent. The credo states an objective claim (it is the case that “Jesus is the
Son of God”). As such it appears to be merely a proposition. But it has
performative force; the Nicene creed begins “We believe.” It asserts the
speaker’s alignment with the claims (“Jesus is the Son of God” is true about
the world, and I hold that it is true). Moreover, it publically reports this
17
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alignment (“Jesus is the Son of God” is true about the world, and I hold that it
is true, and I hereby state so–that is, I take responsibility for the match
between my words and the world itself).
The creed takes the publically circulating form of an assertion. It
represents the speaker as taking responsibility for her own thoughts. To be
sure, the schoolboy may memorize a credo as mere rote. But the persistent
recurrence of religious reform movements suggests that the semiotic form of
the credo entails a normative tilt toward taking responsibility for those words,
making them one’s own. Since they are supposed to be transparent to one’s
inner thoughts, this stance towards one’s own words is a model for both
sincerity and responsibility. The practice of speaking a creed helps convey a
norm of being able to objectify thoughts as words, and by avowing them in
this way, taking responsibility for them. It thus encourages a distinction
between the abstraction of thought and the materiality of its expressions,
mediated by the moral norm of sincerity. The centrality of creeds to the
conventional understanding of “religion” in western society reinforces the
assumption that religions are, above all, about ideas, and their materializations
are thus a source of moral anxiety.
In the creed, we see one way in which religion bears on morality. Not
all moral actions can be properly called religious. This is true, in many
cases, for gifts, hospitality, and certain demands of kinship. But if by
religion we mean a certain way of marking actions and evoking special kinds
of agents, this markedness may bring the moral character of agency into focus.
Religious practices often organize relations among actions, their agents, and
their consequences. Through objectifications, such practices work on the
doxic, the taken-for-granted, and bring aspects of it out of the penumbra of
habit into the bright center of attention.
There has been a strong divide between those who take history
seriously and find that it makes comparison impossible, and those whose
comparative projects lead them to treat the historicity of their object as
inessential, mere noise. Certain styles of critical post-modernist thought
stand on one side, resurgent positivism such as some versions of cognitive
anthropology on the other. I have suggested that both positions at the
extreme are untenable. By focussing on semiotic forms, we may start to
develop an alternative to the particularist and universalizing extremes.
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Innovators like Umbu Haingu tend to respond to the forms–the prayers,
the procedures, the offerings--that experience has made available to them.
That is, practices are objects within experience to which people may respond.
They can thus become sources of new intuitions, habits, and concepts.
Moral judgments start with these objects of experience, even if they point
toward something that lies beyond experience, such as virtue, a soul, or The
Good. Much of the history of scriptural religions consists of struggles
between correct dogma and practical deviations, purification and accretion.
A recurrent theme in these struggles is the tension between abstract or
immaterial entities and semiotic form, the undescribable god of the mystic or
negative theologian and the physicality of the amulet, universal ethical norms
and particular bodily habits, high doctrine and ritual sounds and smells. The
Protestant Reformation is defined, in part, by the moment when the very same
Roman Catholic liturgy that could have been experienced in terms of divine
immanence becomes instead, in Martin Luther’s words, so much “babbling
and bellowing.”
To the extent that semiotic form is an unavoidable component of any
cultural phenomenon, including those held to lie beyond representation, and
involves an irreducibly public dimension, reformist purifications cannot fully
and permanently establish themselves. If religions continually produce
material forms, those forms can never be reduced only to the status of
evidence for something else, such as beliefs. As material forms, they remain
objects of experience. As objects, they persist across contexts and beyond
any particular intentions and projects. To these objects, people may respond
in new ways. To the extent those responses become materialized in altered
or new semiotic forms, those responses build on and are additive to, responses
of other people in other contexts. These materializations bear the marks of
their temporality.
Let me close by observing a few things that follow from the relative
autonomy of the semiotic forms from particular intentions and interpretations.
In the first place, forms do not only permit new inferences, but as objects that
endure across time, they can, in principle, acquire features unrelated to the
intentions of previous users or the inferences to which they have given rise in
the past. This is in part because as material forms they are prone to enter
into new contexts. But this is also the result of accumulation: the history of
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any set of cultural practices is in part a matter of accretion and of stripping
away. To revelation is added commentary. Liturgies produce architectures,
both require officers. Oral testimony comes to be inscribed; the written texts
that result can be kissed, enshrouded, worn about the neck, rendered into
ashes to be swallowed, read for literary beauty. Offerings expect altars,
altars support images, images enter art markets, art objects develop aura.
Rituals provoke anti-ritualist purifiers. Purified religions develop heterodox
rites.
By virtue of their relative autonomy of particular uses and inferences,
and their materially enduring character, practices are inherently prone to
impurity and heterogeneity. Their very materiality gives them an irreducibly
historical character. Two important consequences follow from this
historical character. First, in their materiality, religious practices,
institutions, and objects properly serve as evidence for something immaterial,
such as beliefs, only under particular circumstances, and under the guidance
of particular semiotic ideologies. Second, the move from intention to object
is not a one way street. Materialized religion is not simply a Tylorian
survival, the fossilized trace of some agents and purposes now lost. In any
given instance, it is also part of a world that is giving rise to new agents and
purposes. Material forms are raw material available for new exploitations.
And as raw materials, they are not simply mute matter. To the extent they
seem to those who encounter them to bear moral implications, they are also
potential provocations.
This observation brings us back to the questions of morality and moral
relativity with which I opened.
To the extent it concerns one’s actions towards others, morality
depends upon public experience and its forms. Even if moral judgments are
ultimately supposed to be about the soul or intentions or other immaterial
things, these immaterial things are inferred from something material. Here
is where materiality can be a moral problem. First, some moral systems
seem to stress the empirical character of right actions, by insisting on
procedural correctness, for example. Religious purifiers who object to such
systems typically focus their objections not just on their content, but on the
very fact of their materiality. Semiotic form can be the very sign of the fact
of materiality itself. For example, reformers commonly argue that the
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problem with ritual is the materiality of the practice displaces attention from
the proper locus of moral judgment, the conscience or the intention of the
actor. Second: material forms can never be fully stabilized in immaterial
states. Therefore they can give rise to uncertainty and suspicion—one can
never know for sure what inferences to draw from a material form. This
inherent gap between material form and what it can appear to be
materializing, may in certain historical contexts, make the very fact of
materiality itself a prime locus of moral anxieties. Materiality and the
experiential attention it draws away from the immaterial, in themselves seem
to be moral problems. Or at least materiality is the domain in which moral
struggles are carried out. And third, since material forms are by their very
nature highly particular and variable (in contrast to abstract formulations of
moral universals), they can seem to manifest the problem of moral relativism:
different practices, different moralities.
The anti-ritualism of reformers worries about the relative autonomy of
material practices from the particular intentions, inner states, moral intuitions
whose primacy it assumes. In its more secular forms, anti-ritualism draws
further impetus from what I have called the moral narrative of modernity.
This sees the elimination of ritual and its deities as part of a historical
trajectory by which humans come to be emancipated through the realization
of their own true agency. What such attacks on materiality tend to overlook
is that acting subjects, such as people and deities, are situated in a public
world only by virtue of their materialization in practices. It is in the first
instance in their objective form that subjects become available for judgments
by others. Indeed, one might argue that it is only by virtue of taking material
form as objects for others that subjects can know themselves, at least in ways
that are socially recognizable.
In short, to the extent that moral judgments and disagreements focus on
what people actually do, they depend on people’s experiences of one another.
For both these reasons, objectification, is a necessary condition for moral
agency. At the same time, the materiality of practices makes them relatively
independent of particular agents, whose purposes they always exceed. By
virtue of the very materiality of any given practice, there is always something
more that might be made of it. The result we know now as a truism, that
social facts are irrevocably vulnerable to history. But this historicity, this
sociality, and the materiality that produces them, must not be evaded if we are
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to understand how humans really live with one another.
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四、計畫成果自評
1. 主辦者為讓本所學生了解 Webb Keane 教授的研究主旨，曾藉「區域民族
誌專題」的課堂，介紹其主要研究成果。Webb Keane 教授在本所進行兩場演講，
主題分別和他的兩本專書相關。為配合本所學生程度與英語能力，主辦者事前曾
與 Webb Keane 教授溝通，希望能先概略介紹其所研究印尼松巴島（Sumba）
Anakalang 人的社會與文化背景，再討論特定的議題，如基督教的改宗與禮物交
換中的象徵。在語言的使用上，前兩場演講採取即席翻譯的方式，讓同學明瞭其
演講內容。透過這些規劃，發現實際的學習效果相當不錯，學生反應相當熱烈，
也提出許多問題，讓 Webb Keane 教授透過和學生的互動進ㄧ步說明其研究。
Webb Keane 教授有豐富的教學經驗，並且極有耐心，能針對學生問題詳實回答，
讓學生相當滿意。因此兩場演講都有良好的成果。

2. 在本所舉行的一場座談，主辦者請 Webb Keane 教授先對東南亞區域歷史
文化作ㄧ概括性的介紹，再進入人類學在印尼的研究史回顧與當前議題的分析。
透過此座談，師生不僅對東南亞區域有更深入而清楚的掌握，也知道若要在印尼
進行研究，有哪些可以切入的議題；以及若要進行田野工作，會面對哪些實際的
困難與解決之道。這對提升本所師生對印尼或其他東南亞南島民族的研究興趣，
並鼓勵本所師生到東南亞進行田野調查研究，都有實質的幫助。
3. Webb Keane 教授除了在本所發表兩場公開演講與ㄧ場座談外，還在台灣
史前文化博物館、中央研究院民族學研究所、清華大學人類學研究所、交通大學
人文社會學系、以及臺灣大學人類學系發表演講。在各學術單位的演講，都請
Webb Keane 教授配合當地的特殊需求而做調整，以和各學術單位做更有效的互
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動。Webb Keane 教授由於著作豐富，研究議題廣泛，因此都能和各學術機構師
生和研究人員有密切的交流，也對台灣人類學界提供許多刺激與啟發。藉著 Webb
Keane 教授的訪台交流計畫，也介紹本所和其他學術單位的研究成果與發展，提
升本所和其他學術單位在國際學術界的能見度與知名度。整體而言，本次計畫成
果優良而且豐富，是一個規劃完善、執行成功的計畫。本所若有機會，將循此模
式繼續辦理，也懇請

貴南島學術計畫辦公室多多支持。
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